
instability with a scale of statification of several hundreds of
meters develops.10

The evolution of the annular condensation, induced by
the resonance perturbation from the satellite, has not yet
been studied in adequate detail.

The eccentricity of the rings can counteract the diffu-
sion spreading of the rings. Indeed, particles can escape from
a circular ring, and under mutual collisions can cross over to
neighboring quasicircular orbits, not intersecting the
"mother" ring. For particles escaping from an elliptical ring
such close orbits do not exist. All orbits of escaped particles
necessarily intersect with the ring, as a result of the differen-
tial precession of the orbit in the nonspherical field of Ura-
nus, i.e., the particles will be efficiently returned to the ring.
The differential precession of the ring itself is stabilized by
self-gravitation for a surface density of the ring of about
25g/cm3.10

2'The radii of the orbits of only those satellites which determine the posi-
tion of two rings at the same time can be determined with the greatest
probability.
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S. P. Mikheev and A. Yu. Smirnov. Neutrino oscilla-
tions in a medium with variable density. Neutrino oscilla-
tions' are modified in a medium.2 In the case when two neu-
trinos are mixed va = (ve,vfl) the Schroedinger equations
have the form iva = Mva, and in addition the diagonal ele-
ments of the evolution matrix M contain terms which are
proportional to the density of the matter p. The main con-
cepts are the mixing angle 6m and the characteristic states of
the neutrino in the medium vim (i — 1,2). v,m are defined as
the states which^ diagonalize the evolution matrix:
va = 5vm, S ~ 1MS = Mdiag. 0m is the angle in the unitary
matrix S, relating v l m, v2m and ve, v^. The medium alters
the mixing of the neutrino. For/9 = 0 v,m differ from v, —the
states with definite masses and <9, = 6( p ( t ) ) ^6m.

The effect of the medium has a resonant character.3 The
dependence sin2 2#m on the density or neutrino energy is a
Breit-Wigner peak, whose maximum sin2 26m = 1 is
reached at /,, = /0 cos 29 (the condition of resonance), /0 is
the characteristic length for the matter (10 oc (G F p ) ~'), lv

is the length of the oscillations in the vacuum (/,. = 4-rrE /
Aw2), and GF is the Fermi constant. The half-width of the
peak is given by A/?R =pR sin 26 (or A£R = ER sin 26),
wherepR (ER ) is the resonance density (energy), for which
the resonance condition holds. The appearance of the reso-
nance is determined by the fact that the mixed neutrinos are
essentially a system of weakly coupled oscillators (the stiff-
ness of the coupling is determined by 6 ) . The medium alters
differently the characteristic frequencies of the oscillators,
and at resonance these frequencies are equal. The effective
density-dependent masses of ve and v^ coincide at reso-
nance.4 The manifestation of the resonance depends on the
nature of the variation of the density of the medium.

The angle 6m determines the flavor (i.e., the ve and v^
composition) of the characteristic states v,m, 6m and there-
fore the flavor depends on the density. As p decreases from

R top <^.pR the angle 6m decreases from rr/2 to 6. Corre-

spondingly (for small 6) the flavor vim changes almost com-
pletely. If vlm (p>p* ) = v,,then vlm ( p<£pR ) = ve. This
property is the basis of the neutrino transformations under
discussion.

The dynamics of the oscillations follows from the equa-
tions for the characteristic states: /vm = (Md'ag

+ 0mcr2) vm, cr2 is a Pauli matrix.5'6 The off-diagonal terms,
describing the transitions vlm<->v2m — 6m, are proportional
top. The picture of the oscillations is as follows, depending
on the rate of change of the density.

In a medium with a constant density (6m =0)v,m

evolve independently. The admixtures of v,m in the neutrino
state do not change with time, the flavor v,m is conserved.
Based on this, the general character of the oscillations turns
out to be the same as in a vacuum. In a medium with/o = pR

the depth of the oscillations with arbitrarily small 6 is maxi-
mum, AP = I. If neutrinos with a continuous energy
spectrum are generated, then in the energy range ER

— A.ER -H.ER + A£R the oscillations will be resonantly am-
plified.3

In a medium with a slowly varying density, the adia-
batic regime is realized.3'5~'° The condition of adiabaticity
\6m | 2<^ |Aff a d -Mf"1)2 = 47T2//2

n (/m is the length of the
oscillations in matter), which in the region of the resonance
assumes the form 2ArR > /m (ArR is the spatial width of the
resonance layer3), means that v,m evolve independently, and
the transitions vlm<H>-v2m can be neglected. Admixtures of
v,m in a given neutrino state are conserved and equal the
admixtures at the moment the neutrinos are generated; the
flavor v,m changes in accordance with the change in the den-
sity. The probability of observing at time t a neutrino of the
starting type is a quasiperiodic function, oscillating around
the average value P(/) withadepth^4P ( t ) . At the same time,
P and AP are universal functions of one variable
n = ( p — pR )/AyOR and one parameter—the values of n at
the initial moment (Fig. 1), the values of P and AP do not
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the average probability P and depth of oscillations
(AP) on n = ( p — pR J/A^R for different initial conditions n0 (numbers
on the curves) in the adiabatic regime.

depend on the distribution p(r).5'6's The larger the differ-
ence between the initial and final densities and the smaller
the vacuum mixing, the stronger is the change in the flavors
vim and the more complete is the transition of one type of
neutrino into another.3'7-8 As n0 increases the depth of the
oscillations decreases:

AP oo (nj + 1)-V»,

and in the limit «0-> oo the propagation of the neutrino ac-
quires the character of a nonoscillating transformation of
one type of neutrino into another.7'8 In this case, v(t) virtu-
ally coincides with one of the v,m.

If the density varies rapidly, so that the adiabatic condi-
tion is not satisfied, the transitions v,m <-»-v2m become signifi-
cant. In the process of propagation both the admixtures of
vim in the neutrino state and the flavor of vim themselves
change. AP andP depend on the density distribution and the
phase of the oscillations.

On scales over which the resonance effects of matter are
manifested lp ^l0p^mN/Gf s3.5-109 g/cm2, it turns out
that the spreading of the wave packets of vjm is significant.
The difference in the group velocities of v,m depends on the
density and, vanishing, it changes sign for/? =/oR/cos2 29.
In the adiabatic regime the effect (P), summed over the
packets, is identical to the average effect neglecting
spreading.5'6

The effects discussed above are applicable in the follow-
ing region: the sun,3-4'5'6'9"12 the earth,1'3'8 the envelopes and
nuclei of collapsing stars,7'8 and the early universe.8

1. The sun. There exists a region of sin2 26 and Aw2

(Fig. 2) in which for the standard solar model 2- to 4-fold
suppression of the rate of v capture in the Cl-Ar experiment
is achieved. In this case, there arises a definite distortion in
the form of the spectrum of boron neutrinos. This can ex-
plain Davis' results. For the Ga-Ge experiment the predic-
tions fall in a wide range extending from the standard values
up to values which are suppressed by a factor of 10 compared
with the standard values. Comparison of the data from the
Cl-Ar and Ga-Ge experiments, as well as the measurement
of the form of the boron neutrino spectrum by direct elec-
tronic methods will make it possible to establish whether or
not resonance transformation of neutrinos occurs in the sun
and to determine virtually uniquely Aw2 and sin2 29.

10s

10*

10*

1

io-B

10-'

10-

FIG. 2. Region of values of Am2 and sin2 29 in which appreciable transfor-
mation of neutrinos in the matter of the sun, the nuclei and envelopes of
collapsing stars, and the earth occurs. For the earth the energy range I
meV-105 GeV was used. The shaded region is the region of existing ex-
perimental limits.

2. The nuclei and envelopes of collapsing stars (see Fig.
2). The effects depend on the mixing channel, in which the
resonance condition holds. For the mixing ve <-^-vx it is pre-
dicted that the ve peak from neutronization vanishes; for
ve<-»-vM (VT ) the spectra ve andv^ (VT ) are "exchanged"; for
VC++VP ( v T ) an analogous exchange occurs for the spectra
vc — Vp (vr). If the resonance occurs in the channel vc<->-vs

or ve<->vs, where vs is the sterile state, then virtually com-
plete vanishing of the signal in ve or ve detectors is possible.
In this connection it is important to search for v bursts, di-
rected toward recording ve and ve simultaneously.

3. The earth. The region of the strong effect is of the
order of (E /Aw2). About one-half of the resonant length of
the oscillations fits into the thickness of the earth. The de-
pendence of the suppression factor on E /Lnr and the zenith
angle reflects the distribution of matter. In this connection
the following are discussed: transillumination of the earth by
a neutrino beam from an accelerator,'3 distortions of the
spectrum of atmospheric neutrinos,6 modulation (day-
night, etc.) of the neutrino flux from the sun, and the differ-
ence in the v fluxes from gravitational collapses under differ-
ent conditions.
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